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. Renewal of Life by Transmission. The most notable distinction between living and
inanimate things is that the former maintain themselves by renewal. A stone when
struck resists. If its resistance is greater than the force of the blow struck, it remains
outwardly unchanged. Otherwise, it is shattered into smaller bits. Never does the stone
attempt to react in such a way that it may maintain itself against the blow, much less so
as to render the blow a contributing factor to its own continued action. While the living
thing may easily be crushed by superior force, it none the less tries to turn the energies
which act upon it into means of its own further existence. If it cannot do so, it does not
just split into smaller pieces (at least in the higher forms of life), but loses its identity as
a living thing. As long as it endures, it struggles to use surrounding energies in its own
behalf. It uses light, air, moisture, and the material of soil. To say that it uses them is to
say that it turns them into means of its own conservation. As long as it is growing, the
energy it expends in thus turning the environment to account is more than
compensated for by the return it gets: it grows. Understanding the word "control" in this
sense, it may be said that a living being is one that subjugates and controls for its own
continued activity the energies that would otherwise use it up. Life is a self-renewing
process through action upon the environment.
The first ever publication of J.R.R. Tolkien’s final writings on Middle-earth, covering a
wide range of subjects and perfect for those who have read and enjoyed The
Silmarillion, The Lord of the Rings, Unfinished Tales, and The History of Middle-earth,
and want to learn more about Tolkien’s magnificent world. It is well known that J.R.R.
Tolkien published The Hobbit in 1937 and The Lord of the Rings in 1954–5. What may
be less known is that he continued to write about Middle-earth in the decades that
followed, right up until the years before his death in 1973. For him, Middle-earth was
part of an entire world to be explored, and the writings in The Nature of Middle-earth
reveal the journeys that he took as he sought to better understand his unique creation.
From sweeping themes as profound as Elvish immortality and reincarnation, and the
Powers of the Valar, to the more earth-bound subjects of the lands and beasts of
Númenor, the geography of the Rivers and Beacon-hills of Gondor, and even who had
beards! This new collection, which has been edited by Carl F. Hostetter, one of the
world’s leading Tolkien experts, is a veritable treasure-trove offering readers a chance
to peer over Professor Tolkien’s shoulder at the very moment of discovery: and on
every page, Middle-earth is once again brought to extraordinary life.
Traces keep time and make the past visible. As such, they continue to be a
fundamental resource for scientific knowledge production in modernity. While the art of
trace reading is a millennia-old practice, tracings are specifically produced in the
photographic archive or in the scientific laboratory. The material traces of the forms
represent the objects and causes to which they owe their existence while making them
invisible at the moment of their visualization. By looking at different techniques for the
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continuities they have, both in the laboratories and in large colliders of particle physics.
This volume, inspired by Carlo Ginzburg’s early works, formulates a theory of traces for
the 21st century.
"These notes are about the process of design: the process of inventing things which
display new physical order, organization, form, in response to function." This book,
opening with these words, presents an entirely new theory of the process of design. In
the first part of the book, Christopher Alexander discusses the process by which a form
is adapted to the context of human needs and demands that has called it into being. He
shows that such an adaptive process will be successful only if it proceeds piecemeal
instead of all at once. It is for this reason that forms from traditional un-self-conscious
cultures, molded not by designers but by the slow pattern of changes within tradition,
are so beautifully organized and adapted. When the designer, in our own self-conscious
culture, is called on to create a form that is adapted to its context he is unsuccessful,
because the preconceived categories out of which he builds his picture of the problem
do not correspond to the inherent components of the problem, and therefore lead only
to the arbitrariness, willfulness, and lack of understanding which plague the design of
modern buildings and modern cities. In the second part, Mr. Alexander presents a
method by which the designer may bring his full creative imagination into play, and yet
avoid the traps of irrelevant preconception. He shows that, whenever a problem is
stated, it is possible to ignore existing concepts and to create new concepts, out of the
structure of the problem itself, which do correspond correctly to what he calls the
subsystems of the adaptive process. By treating each of these subsystems as a
separate subproblem, the designer can translate the new concepts into form. The form,
because of the process, will be well-adapted to its context, non-arbitrary, and correct.
The mathematics underlying this method, based mainly on set theory, is fully developed
in a long appendix. Another appendix demonstrates the application of the method to the
design of an Indian village.
When one defines "order" as a sorting of priorities, it becomes beautifully clear as to
what Foucault is doing here. With virtuoso showmanship, he weaves an intensely
complex history of thought. He dips into literature, art, economics and even biology in
The Order of Things, possibly one of the most significant, yet most overlooked, works of
the twentieth century. Eclipsed by his later work on power and discourse, nonetheless it
was The Order of Things that established Foucault's reputation as an intellectual giant.
Pirouetting around the outer edge of language, Foucault unsettles the surface of literary
writing. In describing the limitations of our usual taxonomies, he opens the door onto a
whole new system of thought, one ripe with what he calls "exotic charm". Intellectual
pyrotechnics from the master of critical thinking, this book is crucial reading for those
who wish to gain insight into that odd beast called Postmodernism, and a must for any
fan of Foucault.
The importance of naming and categorizing nature has its roots in the biblical Genesis,
as does the problematic view of man's domination over it. Farber (history, Oregon State
U.) traces the scientific study of the natural world from its 18th century beginnings with
Swedish botanist Linnaeus and his French rival Buffon, through Darwin's synthesis, to
the modern theory of evolution (1900-50), and concerns over biodiversity by the
"naturalist as generalist" exemplified by Wilson. Includes modest b&w
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A rich exploration of how European naturalists used wonder and wonders (oddities and
marvels) to envision and explain the natural world.
This volume contains ten new essays focused on the exploration and articulation of a
narrative that considers the notion of order within medieval and modern philosophy--its
various kinds (natural, moral, divine, and human), the different ways in which each is
conceived, and the diverse dependency relations that are thought to obtain among
them. Descartes, with the help of others, brought about an important shift in what was
understood by the order of nature by placing laws of nature at the foundation of his
natural philosophy. Vigorous debate then ensued about the proper formulation of the
laws of nature and the moral law, about whether such laws can be justified, and if so,
how-through some aspect of the divine order or through human beings-and about what
consequences these laws have for human beings and the moral and divine orders. That
is, philosophers of the period were thinking through what the order of nature consists in
and how to understand its relations to the divine, human, and moral orders. No two
major philosophers in the modern period took exactly the same stance on these issues,
but these issues are clearly central to their thought. The Divine Order, the Human
Order, and the Order of Nature is devoted to investigating their positions from a
vantage point that has the potential to combine metaphysical, epistemological,
scientific, and moral considerations into a single narrative.
Details the master architectural design plan currently being implemented at the
University of Oregon, illustrating the participation of all members of a small community
in the designing of their own environment
This four-volume work allows the reader to form one picture of the world in which the
perspectives from science, beauty and grace, and commonsense intuitions are
interlaced.
This introductory volume to Alexander's other works, A Pattern of Language and The
Oregon Experiment, explains concepts fundamental to his original approaches to the
theory and application of architecture
One of the Most Anticipated Young Adult Debuts of 2021! From a stunning new voice in
YA comes the fierce, romantic story about a world on the brink of destruction, the one
witch who holds the power to save it, and the choice that could cost her everything she
loves. For centuries, witches have maintained the climate, their power from the sun
peaking in the season of their birth. But now their control is faltering as the atmosphere
becomes more erratic. All hope lies with Clara, an Everwitch whose rare magic is tied to
every season. In Autumn, Clara wants nothing to do with her power. It's wild and
volatile, and the price of her magic—losing the ones she loves—is too high, despite the
need to control the increasingly dangerous weather. In Winter, the world is on the
precipice of disaster. Fires burn, storms rage, and Clara accepts that she's the only one
who can make a difference. In Spring, she falls for Sang, the witch training her. As her
magic grows, so do her feelings, until she's terrified Sang will be the next one she
loses. In Summer, Clara must choose between her power and her happiness, her duty
and the people she loves...before she loses Sang, her magic, and thrusts the world into
chaos. "A bright, fresh read from a glowing new voice, THE NATURE OF WITCHES is
both timely and stirring. Griffin's emotional writing that cuts to the heart will make her a
new YA favorite."—Adrienne Young, New York Times bestselling author of Fable "The
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forces of nature and
magic blend
perfectly in this masterfully told story... I couldn't love
this book more."—Shea Ernshaw, NYT bestselling author of The Wicked Deep and
Winterwood
Humanity is a part of Nature, yet every thinking person at one time or another asks
herself or himself, "How did we get here? What makes me different from the rest of
Nature?" In The Course of Nature an artist and a scientist ask those questions with full
respect for all contexts, both scientific and not. Amy Pollack's figures stand on their own
as elegant summaries of one or another aspect of Nature and our place in it. Robert
Pollack's one-page essays for each illustration lay out the underlying scientific issues
along with the overarching moral context for these issues. Together the authors have
created a door into Nature for the non-scientist, and a door into the separate question
of what is right, for both the scientist and the rest of us.
One of TIME’s Ten Best Nonfiction Books of the Decade "Meet the new Stephen
Hawking . . . The Order of Time is a dazzling book." --The Sunday Times From the
bestselling author of Seven Brief Lessons on Physics, Reality Is Not What It Seems,
and Helgoland, comes a concise, elegant exploration of time. Why do we remember the
past and not the future? What does it mean for time to "flow"? Do we exist in time or
does time exist in us? In lyric, accessible prose, Carlo Rovelli invites us to consider
questions about the nature of time that continue to puzzle physicists and philosophers
alike. For most readers this is unfamiliar terrain. We all experience time, but the more
scientists learn about it, the more mysterious it remains. We think of it as uniform and
universal, moving steadily from past to future, measured by clocks. Rovelli tears down
these assumptions one by one, revealing a strange universe where at the most
fundamental level time disappears. He explains how the theory of quantum gravity
attempts to understand and give meaning to the resulting extreme landscape of this
timeless world. Weaving together ideas from philosophy, science and literature, he
suggests that our perception of the flow of time depends on our perspective, better
understood starting from the structure of our brain and emotions than from the physical
universe. Already a bestseller in Italy, and written with the poetic vitality that made
Seven Brief Lessons on Physics so appealing, The Order of Time offers a profoundly
intelligent, culturally rich, novel appreciation of the mysteries of time.
A look at the rebellious thinkers who are challenging old ideas with their insights into
the ways countless elements of complex systems interact to produce spontaneous
order out of confusion
Arguing that humanity has lost its symbiotic relationship with nature regarding housing,
a cultural evaluation of architecture considers the evolution of structure development
and the possibility of combining the expertise of environmentalists and builders to
promote indigenous architecture. UP.
The aim of this book is to discuss the fundamental ideas which lie behind the statistical
theory of learning and generalization. It considers learning as a general problem of
function estimation based on empirical data. Omitting proofs and technical details, the
author concentrates on discussing the main results of learning theory and their
connections to fundamental problems in statistics. This second edition contains three
new chapters devoted to further development of the learning theory and SVM
techniques. Written in a readable and concise style, the book is intended for
statisticians, mathematicians, physicists, and computer scientists.
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very forms of regulation that we closely associate with places we consider to be
artificial, restrictive, and alienating.
A pithy work of philosophical anthropology that explores why humans find moral orders
in natural orders. Why have human beings, in many different cultures and epochs,
looked to nature as a source of norms for human behavior? From ancient India and
ancient Greece, medieval France and Enlightenment America, up to the latest
controversies over gay marriage and cloning, natural orders have been enlisted to
illustrate and buttress moral orders. Revolutionaries and reactionaries alike have
appealed to nature to shore up their causes. No amount of philosophical argument or
political critique deters the persistent and pervasive temptation to conflate the “is” of
natural orders with the “ought” of moral orders. In this short, pithy work of philosophical
anthropology, Lorraine Daston asks why we continually seek moral orders in natural
orders, despite so much good counsel to the contrary. She outlines three specific forms
of natural order in the Western philosophical tradition—specific natures, local natures,
and universal natural laws—and describes how each of these three natural orders has
been used to define and oppose a distinctive form of the unnatural. She argues that
each of these forms of the unnatural triggers equally distinctive emotions: horror, terror,
and wonder. Daston proposes that human reason practiced in human bodies should
command the attention of philosophers, who have traditionally yearned for a
transcendent reason, valid for all species, all epochs, even all planets.
Nations are not trapped by their pasts, but events that happened hundreds or even
thousands of years ago continue to exert huge influence on present-day politics. If we
are to understand the politics that we now take for granted, we need to understand its
origins. Francis Fukuyama examines the paths that different societies have taken to
reach their current forms of political order. This book starts with the very beginning of
mankind and comes right up to the eve of the French and American revolutions,
spanning such diverse disciplines as economics, anthropology and geography. The
Origins of Political Order is a magisterial study on the emergence of mankind as a
political animal, by one of the most eminent political thinkers writing today.
"Here is a synthesis that makes sense of buildings from all ages: historical, vernacular,
to cutting-edge architectural creations. This book of lectures and essays cuts through
the often-incomprehensible fog of contemporary architectural discourse to reveal
theoretical foundations for design. Much of the material was developed as part of a
course introducing scientific thinking into architecture, and actually estimating factors
that contribute to the success of a building"--Author's webpage.

In this spirited memoir, world-renowned conservationist Enric Sala weaves
fascinating tales of the natural world, revealing how connections in nature
promise a thriving economy as well as a healthy planet. Enric Sala wants to
change the world--and in this compelling book, he shows us how. Once we
appreciate how nature works, he asserts, we will understand why conservation is
economically wise and essential to our survival. Here Sala, director of National
Geographic's Pristine Seas project (which has succeeded in protecting more than
5 million sq km of ocean), tells the story of his scientific awakening and his
transition from academia to activism--as he puts it, he was tired of writing the
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obituary of the ocean. His revelations are surprising, sometimes counterintuitive:
More sharks signal a healthier ocean; crop diversity, not intensive monoculture
farming, is the key to feeding the planet. Using fascinating examples from his
expeditions and those of other scientists, Sala shows the economic wisdom of
making room for nature, even as the population becomes more urbanized. In a
sober epilogue, he shows how saving nature can save us all, by reversing
conditions that led to the coronavirus pandemic and preventing other global
catastrophes. With a foreword from Prince Charles and an introduction from E. O.
Wilson, this powerful book will change the way you think about our world--and
our future.
Christopher Alexander's series of ground-breaking books including A Pattern
Language and The Timeless Way of Building have pointed to fundamental truths
of the way we build, revealing what gives life and beauty and true functionality to
our buildings and towns. Now, in The Nature of Order, Alexander explores the
properties of life itself, highlighting a set of well-defined structures present in all
order and in all life from micro-organisms and mountain ranges to good houses
and vibrant communities. In The Phenomenon of Life, the first volume in this four
volume masterwork, Alexander proposes a scientific view of the world in which all
space-matter has perceptible degrees of life and sets this understanding of order
as an intellectual basis for a new architecture. With this view as a foundation, we
can ask precise questions about what must be done to create more life in our
world whether in a rooma humble doorknoba neighbourhoodor even in a vast
region. He introduces the concept of living structure, basing it upon his theories
of centres and of wholeness, and defines the fifteen properties from which,
according to his observations, all wholeness is built. Alexander argues that living
structure is at once both personal and structural. Taken as a whole, the four
books create a sweeping new conception of the nature of things which is both
objective and structural (hence part of science) and also personal (in that it
shows how and why things have the power to touch the human heart). A step has
been taken, through which these two domains the domain of geometrical
structure and the feeling it creates kept separate during four centuries of scientific
though from 1600 to 2000, have finally been united. The Nature of Order
constitutes the backbone of Building Beauty: Ecologic Design Construction
Process, an initiative aimed at radically reforming architecture education, with the
emphasis of making as a way to access a transformative vision of the world. The
15 fundamental properties of life guide our work and have given us much more
than a set of solutions. The Nature of Order has given us the framework in which
we can search and build up our own solutions. In order to be authentically
sustainable, buildings and places have to be cared for and loved over
generations. Beautiful buildings and places are more likely to be loved, and they
become more beautiful, and loved, through the attention given to them over time.
Beauty is therefore, not a luxury, or an option, it includes and transcends
technological innovation, and is a necessary requirement for a truly sustainable
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culture. ' Dr. Sergio Porta, International Director, Building Beauty (
www.buildingbeauty.org) Professor of Urban Design, Director of Urban Design
Studies Unit, and Director of Masters in Urban Design, University of Strathclyde
Examines the rising power of China and Chinese foreign policy through a
revisionist analysis of Chinese civilization. What does the rise of China represent,
and how should the international community respond? With a holistic rereading of
Chinese longue durée history, Fei-Ling Wang provides a simple but powerful
framework for understanding the nature of persistent and rising Chinese power
and its implications for the current global order. He argues that the Chinese
ideation and tradition of political governance and world order—the China Order—is
based on an imperial state of Confucian-Legalism as historically exemplified by
the Qin-Han polity. Claiming a Mandate of Heaven to unify and govern the whole
known world or tianxia (all under heaven), the China Order dominated Eastern
Eurasia as a world empire for more than two millennia, until the late nineteenth
century. Since 1949, the People’s Republic of China has been a reincarnated
Qin-Han polity without the traditional China Order, finding itself stuck in the
endless struggle against the current world order and the ever-changing Chinese
society for its regime survival and security. Wang also offers new discoveries and
assessments about the true golden eras of Chinese civilization, explains the
great East-West divergence between China and Europe, and analyzes the China
Dream that drives much of current Chinese foreign policy. “An original, important,
well-researched, and powerfully argued exploration of the virtues and vices of the
Chinese state from its ancient past to its likely future.” — Edward Friedman,
University of Wisconsin, Madison “A masterpiece. Wang provides a grand,
sweeping, even epic review of two thousand years of Chinese history. His
argument is compelling and well documented; the richness and variety of
sources—Chinese and English—he cites is breathtaking. The book is likely to end
up on the reading list of every serious student of China’s position in the world for
many years to come.” — Daniel C. Lynch, author of China’s Futures: PRC Elites
Debate Economics, Politics, and Foreign Policy “This imaginative and
provocative grand tour of Chinese cosmological order and geopolitical strategy,
past and present, is destined to become a classic.” — Ming Xia, author of The
People’s Congresses and Governance in China: Toward a Network Mode of
Governance
A man named Jesus, whom is considered the Christ by countless people around
the world to this day, lost his life at the hands of barbarians while residing in
Canaan, where he devoted his life to making those around him aware they had
the potential to become gods. Despite the accumulation of so many technological
innovations over the past two millennium that were supposed to ease the daily
hardship of people everywhere, so more time could be devoted to pursuits that
cultivate the mind, evidence indicates that the size of the Homo-sapien brain,
male and female alike, has persistently decreased over this passage of time. The
pain, and suffering, endured by Jesus was supposed to serve as a wake up call
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to the savages in his midst, and the generations to follow, that they had much to
learn about what he means to be civilized, as we see amply evidence of to this
very day.
What does it mean to live a life that's illegal, to be born into a community where
you don't belong? Set in The Gambia where homosexuality is a crime, The Order
of Nature follows Andrew and Thomas's relationship. Their secret is safe at first,
but eventually, they are exposed and arrested, charged for committing acts
against the order of nature.
Christopher Alexander's series of groundbreaking books--including The Timeless
Way of Building and A Pattern Language--have illuminated the fundamental
truths of traditional ways of building, revealing what gives life and beauty and true
functionality to buildings and towns. Now, in The Nature of Order, Alexander
delves into the essential properties of life itself, highlighting a common set of welldefined structures that he believes are present in all order--and in all life--from
micro-organisms and mountain ranges to the creation of good houses and vibrant
communities. In The Phenomenon of Life, the first volume in this masterwork,
Alexander ponders the nature of order as an intellectual basis for a new
architecture, proposing a well-defined scientific view of the world in which all
space-matter has perceptible degrees of life. With this view as foundation, we
can ask precise questions about what must be done to create life in the
world--"whether in a single room...a doorknob...a neighborhood...even in a vast
region." He presents the basic tenets of the concept, expanding on his theories of
centers and of wholeness as a structure, and describes the fifteen properties
from which he feels wholeness may be built. He also argues that living structure
is at once both personal and structural, related not only to the geometry of space
and how things work, but to human beings whose lives are ultimately based on
feeling. Thus order, as the foundation of all things and as the foundation of all
architecture, is both rooted in substance and rooted in feeling. Here then is the
culmination of decades of intense thinking by one of the most innovative
architects alive.
Delight's Muse is a blessedly short, accessible, and thoughtfully illustrated
summary of Christopher Alexander's four volume work, The Nature of Order. It
rescues readers from the massive effort required to navigate Alexander's
2000-page labyrinth without map or compass. Delight's Muse will interest not only
fans of Alexander's earlier books (the best known being A Pattern Language from
1977, and The Timeless Way of Building from 1979) but everyone willing to
entertain a fresh and stimulating way to observe the world and the variety of
things we place in it.
David Bohm was one of the foremost scientific thinkers and philosophers of our time. Although
deeply influenced by Einstein, he was also, more unusually for a scientist, inspired by
mysticism. Indeed, in the 1970s and 1980s he made contact with both J. Krishnamurti and the
Dalai Lama whose teachings helped shape his work. In both science and philosophy, Bohm's
main concern was with understanding the nature of reality in general and of consciousness in
particular. In this classic work he develops a theory of quantum physics which treats the totality
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of existence as an Structure
unbroken whole.
Writing clearly and without technical jargon, he makes
complex ideas accessible to anyone interested in the nature of reality.
You can use this book to design a house for yourself with your family; you can use it to work
with your neighbors to improve your town and neighborhood; you can use it to design an office,
or a workshop, or a public building. And you can use it to guide you in the actual process of
construction. After a ten-year silence, Christopher Alexander and his colleagues at the Center
for Environmental Structure are now publishing a major statement in the form of three books
which will, in their words, "lay the basis for an entirely new approach to architecture, building
and planning, which will we hope replace existing ideas and practices entirely." The three
books are The Timeless Way of Building, The Oregon Experiment, and this book, A Pattern
Language. At the core of these books is the idea that people should design for themselves
their own houses, streets, and communities. This idea may be radical (it implies a radical
transformation of the architectural profession) but it comes simply from the observation that
most of the wonderful places of the world were not made by architects but by the people. At
the core of the books, too, is the point that in designing their environments people always rely
on certain "languages," which, like the languages we speak, allow them to articulate and
communicate an infinite variety of designs within a forma system which gives them coherence.
This book provides a language of this kind. It will enable a person to make a design for almost
any kind of building, or any part of the built environment. "Patterns," the units of this language,
are answers to design problems (How high should a window sill be? How many stories should
a building have? How much space in a neighborhood should be devoted to grass and trees?).
More than 250 of the patterns in this pattern language are given: each consists of a problem
statement, a discussion of the problem with an illustration, and a solution. As the authors say in
their introduction, many of the patterns are archetypal, so deeply rooted in the nature of things
that it seemly likely that they will be a part of human nature, and human action, as much in five
hundred years as they are today.
As an innovative thinker about building and planning, Christopher Alexander has attracted a
devoted following. His seminal books--The Timeless Way of Building, A Pattern Language, and
The Oregon Experiment--defined a radical and fundamently new process of environmental
design. Alexander now gives us the latest book in his series--a book that puts his theories to
the test and shows what sort of production system can create the kind of environment he has
envisioned. The Production of Houses centers around a group of buildings which Alexander
and his associates built in 1976 in northern Mexico. Each house is different and the book
explains how each family helped to lay out and construct its own home according to the
family's own needs and in the framework of the pattern language. Numerous diagrams and
tables as well as a variety of anecdotes make the day-today process clear. The Mexican
project, however, is only the starting point for a comprehensive theory of housing production.
The Production of Houses describes seven principles which apply to any system of production
in any part of the world for housing of any cost in any climate or culture or at any density. In the
last part of the book, "The Shift of Paradigm," Alexander describes, in detail, the devastating
nature of the revolution in world view which is contained in his proposal for housing
construction, and its overall implications for deep-seated cultural change.
This book “Pattern Theory” summarizes the work of an important contemporary thinker, the
architect and systems theorist Christopher Alexander, an emeritus professor at the University
of Berkeley, California. In 1979 one of his books, "A Pattern Language", an 1100-page-essay
on architecture and human life, became a non-fiction best seller that attracted half a million
readers and continues to inspire people from many disciplines. The still broader four-volume
essay "The Nature of Order" was published 2002-2004 as magnum opus. The life work of
Alexander is outstanding. He develops a general theory of living systems, a systems theory
based on the concepts center, wholeness and transformation by using design patterns and
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pattern languages Structure
as parts of the
method.
astonishing bandwidth: Alexander suggests a new scientific paradigm that stands in opposition
to the traditional causal mechanistic paradigm of natural science – and he offers a new
knowledge format as a way to enable people and support their participation in design
processes.Alexander's theories have already proven useful in education, organizational
development, permaculture, and in software the design patterns have even become
mainstream. Many disciplines are about to follow in this development. Pattern theory allows us
to change our thinking, to rethink our world and to move towards a fairer society. This leads to
more participation and higher sustainability. Alexander's concepts form a mental toolbox for
societal change and innovation.
The Nature of Police explores the everyday practices of police and policing as modes of
violence in the fabrication of social order.
What is the church, and what is it for? For all the remarkable advances in understanding and
cooperation among the churches, such questions remain at the heart of the ecumenical
movement today. And they are central to the work of Faith and Order, as perhaps the most
inclusive and diverse church-based theological forum in the world. Building on the churches'
and other reactions to earlier ecumenical work -- this Faith and Order study document is a
substantial, new text offered for discussion and response. Reflecting what the churches can
say together about the nature of the church; identifying honestly the issues which still divide
the churches; offering a framework for the churches in their common confession, life and
witness -- this book will be an important resource for all who care about the nature and mission
of the church today.
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